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THRU MAT. EXCITATIONS IN COUPLED FIELDS

S.Kaliski, W.Nowacki /Warsaw/

Introduction

The problems of thermal excitations in the theory of coupled

fields belong to the subject called briefly the thermoelec-

tromagnetoelasticity and constitute an extension of the

classical thermoelasticity to the phenomena of coupling with

the electromagnetic field. Evidently we may also speak more

generally about thermoelectromagnetoplasticity, at present

however we lack serious papers in this field and consequently

we confine ourselves to the thermoelectromagnetoelasticity.

The richness of the equations and hence the variety of solu-

tions and physical phenomena create a wide field of practi-

cal applications for various particular forms of the theory

which, is now in the initial stage of its development and has

so far cooperatively few effective solutions of the fundamen-

tal problems ; the same concerns to an even greater degree

the practical problems.

Approximately in the beginning of the sixties we observed a

rather rapid and intensive development of the theory of coup-

led fields containing the problems of magnetoelasticity of

media without and with spin. We witnessed also a birth of

electroelasticity /piezoelectricity/ in connection with the

development of the nonlinear mechanics of continuous media
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on one hand and on the other hand in connection with the

discovery of new practical possibilities in the theory of

ultrasonics and hypersonics in the application of semi-

conductors.

At the same time there began a rather slower development

of the thermoelectromagnetoelastlcity, both in the field

of thermomagnetoelasticity and electroelasticity.

The contribution of the Polish school to the developaent

of the theory of coupled fields is considerable and some-

times pioneering, in particular to the thermoelectromag-

netoelasticity. The purpose of the present paper is a

brief outline of the existing achievements and an indica-

tion of the possible trends and new problems.

The thermoelectric, magaetoelectric effects and the funda-

mental physical relations of these effects to the elastic

field have been known in physics for a long time /see

e.g. f\J , we shall not therefore deal with them here.

On the other hand, from the point of view of the thermal,

elastic electromagnetic fields the problem was elaborated,

as mentioned before in the beginning of the sixties. A

systematic account of the equations of thermomagnetoelas-

ticity was presented in papers fZJ and f 3 J.

The thermodynamic foundations of the thermoelectromagnetic

processes on the basis of the thermodynamics of irreversible

processes were systematized in the monograph £ * J while

the complete system of equations of thermoelectromagneto-
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elasticity based on a thermodynamic analysis was given in

In. £ 5 J we also deduced new equations of the so-called

"wave" theory of thermoelectroniagnetoelasticity, in which

on the basis of a modification of the Fourier law we con-

structed approximate phnomenological equations of thermo-

eleetromagnetoelasticity characterized by a finite veloci-

ty of propagation of thermal electromagnetic and. elastic

excitations„

The equations of thermopiezoelectricity including a thermo-

dynamic analysis were presented systematically in tha pa-

per /" 6 J . Further, in £ ? J Eringen deduced tee equa -

tions on the nonlinear theory of the tliermcelecCTomagneto-

elastic field describing finite deformations»

Parallelly to the fundamental papers concerning the con-

struction of the equations of the coupled thermcoloctroma-

gnetoelastic fields, there began to pppear particular pa -

pers concerning either certain definite solutions of gene-

ral theorems.

Thus, the fundamental one-drimensioaal problem for the> elas-

t ic senu-space subject to a thermal chock on i ta surface, in

the casecf a perfect and real conductor Jja the magnetic

field, was solved in tiw papers f7J «a& fBj . In / 9 7,

f 10 J and £ 11, J particular probloms wftro Bo.l'4°od for the

one-dimensional, ijeriodic plane wavoa in CJb.ermcr/agnetoelasti-

clty, for perfect and real conductors, whereas :Vu £ 18 ./the
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same problems were examined for thermopiezoeleotriclty. In

the papers £13 J and /20 J variational theorems were dedu-

ced for the perfect and real elastic conductors, while in

£21j and £22 J the reciprocity theorems for the wave

equations of the thermomagnetoelasticity and thermopiezo-

eleetricity were investigated. In the paper £ 23 J the prob-

lem of acceleration waves in the nonlinear thermomagneto-

elasticlty was examined.

Besides papers of the field-mathematical nature a number of

papers appeared of practical character, e.e;. £ 24 7 » where

the problem of conversion of the energy of laser radiation

Into the heat and elastic energies was considered, and

other papers of this type. Further some papers were publi-

shed of physical nature concerning the character of the

physical relations between the f ields, for instance £ 25 J

and Z"26 J where the construction of the equations of ther-

•owagnetoelasticity was presented, for media without and

with spin, and further papers £27 Js £2&J in which i t

was proved that under the influence of the temperature

gradient at sufficiently low temperatures there may exist

new types of thermomagnetic waves with specific stabi l i ty

properties. These problems are included into the scope of

plasma dynamics /also in sol ids / .

Tor obvious reasons i t i s diff icult in this lecture to em-

brace thla wl&ffl f ie ld of problems. Thus, we confine cur -

selves f irs t of a l l to the papers on thermoelectromagneto-

elastloity developed on the basis of the mechanics of con-
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tlnuous media, in its specific language and methods. In the

last section we mention qualitatively some wider aspects of

the problem and further trends.

The structure of the present lecture is the following.

After a general introduction in § 2. we present the general

linear system of equations of thermoelectromagnetoelasticity

including the thermodynamlc foundations, i,e, the system of

equations of thermomagnetoelasticity, thermopiezoelectri—

city, thermomagnetomicroelasticity and the wave equation of

the thermoelectromagnetoelasticity.

In § 3* we deal with the generalization to the nonlinear

case of the equations of thermomagnetoelasticity.

In § 4. we review the fundamental solutions of the thermo-

electromagnetoelasticity and finally in § 5. we briefly con-

sider further problems in thernoelectromagnetoelasticlty.

2. General systems of equations of thermoelectromagneto-
elasticity

'Jhermodynaraic foundations

In this section we briefly present the equations and the re-

levant thermodynamic discussion of the linear theories of

thermomagnetoelasticity, thermopiezoelectricity, extensions

of these equations to wave phenomena and the equations of

thermomasnetomicroelasticity. v/e do not examine the assum-

ptions, referring the reader to the papers /" 5 ] and f 26 J.
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2 . 1 . Th& equations of thermomagnetoelaatilcity of conductors

According to f2j, f 3 J and £5J *he equations of thermo-

magnafcoelas-bicity of real anisotropic conductors In a magne-

t ic f i e ld have the form in the HMKS system

roih~J+L), ratT--T,
/2.1/

piii - Oik,k + (jxB0 )l

\ijeij-(l<i]lj),i+(xikJk),imF

Here

*>i - Uikh ." Di" >lk fat+ (u* &o)k-jh(uxHo)l
L /2.2/

t
ff/fc - Eikmnemn ""ik7 '~fRlkmn (t-T-Hemn fr) ~<*oikTM)dT

a

il" Vik £fc -*r t ^ +Qik (<J *Bo)k + ft "/

where

m£ a e- "-(u- +u •)

the system of equations / 2 . 1 / consitutes the system of the

Maxwell equations, e last ic i ty equations and the heat con-

duction, respectively, with the appropriate couplings,

while Eqs / 2 . 2 / are the equations of state and the rela-

tions between the generalized forces and fluxes, respecti-

vely. The expressions pe£/, peUi are to be neglected in

accordance with the linearization. The notations for the



testperature, displacements and the f ie ld components are the

usual ones.

SKio fc-Mosos-ia have the following meaning:

ff;k - stress tensor

^ihrm^ikmn" 'twrasorB of eJ.&afcA© and relaxation moduli

uiki£ik -tiiiflore of magnetic and electric permeabilities

9/k -tensor of electric conductivity
aik,aoik -tensorB of thex-mal expansion

k,-j, - t e n s o r s of thermal conduct ion

A/fc -tensor describing the influence of the strain on
the temperature field

jrfo -tensor describing the influence of the current
intensity on the heat flux

jCjk -tensor connecting the temperature gradient with
the electric current

Pj. - vector of body forces
p - density of thermal sources
fL Bg - veoftors of the initial magnetic field and the mag-

• ' net±c induction.

In the isotropic case the systems of equations /2 .1 / and

/2 .2 / after certain transformations take the form

~r~ (u* Ho)

iv7+peT+ }(]~*Jo)*P-3<xnKqradT '
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07+ A divTi + jr rf/vj-kVzT"f

J~q[E+('uxB0)]-xgmdT+pe'u

where j . r . + .!_/•>

In the coordinate syntem connected with the medium the con-

stitutive equations /2.2/ take the form

L 0 L 0 r\0 r-0 ' 0 r~0 T" 0

"i "°W/c"k i "I ""Cikk-k i Ji ""Qik^k ~xik '«k

To derive the symmetry and energy relations we briefly dis-

cuss thai first and second laws of thermodynamics.

The energy equation for the thermomagnetoelastic field is

the following:

- iQi dA: - (Nj dAj -
A A A

where

w - in te rna l energy mechanical per unit aiass ,

NL - Dmov-Pointing vector , q; - heat flux.

Making use of the Gauss formula, the expression fox the

Lorentz force and tha Fourier law we have
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Bearing in mind that the energy equation of the electromag-

netic field independently of the contribution of the mecha-

nical and thermal fields has the form

/2.6/

and taking into aocount the complete linearization we can

represent the first law of thermodynamics for the thermomag-

netoelasticity in the form

i / 2 .7/

where

We now proceed to the second lawt

T" ̂  ~dtJPs^ +JPSUL d^L /2,8/

V A

Here s - is the entropy per unit mass, Q - quantity of heat

entering V . Introducing the density of entropy production

d we can write

UdV-ffdAi-fafpsdV+fpsUidAi /2.9/

where

9-To T
10 '' %

Hence we obtain

<s- it /2.10/
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and independently/

pwo= pBs+ay e-,j /2.13./

After appropriate transformations /2 .7 / can be written in the

the form

/for Pi~F"O / where

£„ - E+(u x Io) ; X

Thus, from /2 .11/ and /2 .12/ we obtain

P5 6 8 8 8 V ©/,£ 0 2 ' * x '

and hence, making use of /2.1O/

where £"0jj0| is the term describing the Joule heat.

If in /2.15/ we choose in an appropriate manner the forces

and the fluxes, making use of the Onsager principle we

arrive at the symmetry relations.

We set

Joi -fik^-Xik^'Qtk^-Xik^ /2.16/
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Then the symmetry relat ions take tue form

WfcfiB)-for(-7j); vik(B)-vki(-B); fik(B)'fki(-'

For the rate of entropy we have the expression

<*- QikjoiM + £4 ft«c -Xli *sk %{ ) 1l T>k

which implies the conditions of its positiveness.

In the isotropic case we have

I 8* [ Q ' ' '

whero v'Q~n~ """ » which requires the positiv«D.ass of

and q .

2.2, Themioplezoeleotricity

In the case of dielectrics the coupling of which with the

elastic aud electric fields occurs by means of the plezo -

effect the equations of the coupled fields of •fchermopieEo-

electricity i.i the linearized form tato the form £ 5 J ,

rot H- J9; rot £~-6; div B«• 0; diV D»pe

/2.20/
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where
£TH EH TH

TH TeH,. e « T

Ej + pi T

EH EH.. oeEH

TeH,,
Bi-"ik Hfc

The upper indices denote the thermodynamic constancy of

the quantities for which the tensor i s defined. In the above

equations the notations are analogous to those in the p ro-

ceding section, and moreover, the following have been

introduced:

TH
tfiki - *ensor of piezoelectr ic constants a t a constant

temperature and magnetic f ie ld ,

P; -vec to r connecting the e lec t r ic induction with
the temperature.

Substituting from / 2 . 2 1 / we write in fu l l the system /2 .20 /

um,ni ~Vikl El,l -°(ikT,i

Zm (uki • « ) + e / / f / * « f /2 .22 /

where'
B-To+T ; T

'o
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the principle of conservation of energy yields

-fNjdAi -fa dAi+feij Uj dA< -f(K+U) dV / 2 .23/
A A A V

where

N[B>ejji<EjHi( - Umov-Pointing vector ,

K~YPUi ~ density of the kinetic energy,

U - density of the internal energy.

Applying the Gauss formula to /2.23/, after transformations

we obtain

U-Oy eg +(Ei D[ + Hj 8;) -q,iti / 2 .

According to the definition of entropy

(U,i--8s<*-T0s
•

•ad the Fouriox law

we obtain introducing the free energy

Uo-U-Tos /2.26/

Oom*JM+(Eit>i+HiBi)+'ts~U0(iijtD(,Bit6) /2 . 2 7 /

Hence

u l H'~dBi ; f«"SJF-»dBi
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I f we choose

TPij DiDj + fb az- 72.29/

? D

where

DsB DsB DsB D6B

seB aseB ,sB ,SB Dfl DB f , - f
y "Pjl ; hkjj-bkji ; 2f#/ -afjV . Vik(Vik)

we axriva at the expressions for er,-y, P, E(", Hj

Xransfonolng these egressions by means of the coefficients

used in /2.21/, £5J t
 w e ara-ive exactly at the x'elations

/2.21/. In the equations of thermopiesoelectricity in ge-

neral the influence of the magnetic induction may be neg-

lected which resalts in a siiogliflaation of the equations

and H,a&»a i t possible to introduce the potential of elec-

tr ic field.

k discussion of the Beconc* law of thermodynamics implies

whieh, maicing use of the Fourier law leads to the condition
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t h i s , in turn, requires the symmetry k[j - kjj and /kijl>0;

2.3. The we.ve equations of KaermoelectromaKnetoelastioity

It was proved m /* 5 .7 that generalizing in an appropriate

manner the Fourier law we can extend the systems of equa-

tions of thermomagnetoeXaaticity and thenaopiezoelectricity

to wave equations, i .e . aquations in which the disturbances

of all fields, including the thermal field, are propagated

with, a finite velocity.

This effect cannot "be obtained /see Z"57 by talcing into

account relativistic effects in the systems of equations.

In view of limited scope we do not quote here the conside-

rations and the modifications of the thermodynamics of i r -

reversible processes referring the reader to f 5 J but we

write down the final wave equations. These equations contain

therefore strongly non-stationary processes in contrast to

the above considered parabolic-hyperbolic equations which

are true for stationary or weakly non-stationary processes.

The wave equations of thermomagnetoelasticity, according

to C 5 J have the form

rofF=j + D; rof£=-fa; divb = O; divD = pe
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pti| - Giktk + (7* B0)i+pe E; + Pj

i Di=eik[Eki-Cu«~B0)l<]-~I('uxH0)l

C/k= E-ikmnemn~aikT '^e relaxation has bean disregarded/

ji * Ilk Ek + *ik [k'kj 1j ~kkj njsJs]+7/fc f" * ̂ o )/<+ Pe "I

where the constant T haa the character of bho relaxation

constant and follows from the generalised Bourier law

as T——0 Bqs /2.JJ/ are transformed into •'clia equations of

/?..!/.

In the case of an isotropic medium Eq,s /£.33/ take the

form

ron°*T+£[T+(Li><Bo)]; mti'-I; divb-O; diVD-0 (pe = O)

pll<«BV2'u + (?i+G)gt'ad <iivu~agrgdT+(fxB0) /2.35/

fi t+ rX cp div Ti-t-%divZ~kcpVzT*=O
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where

The corresponding aquations of thermopiezoelectricity have

the form

Efkmn um,ni 'TiM £J , I -<Z(kT,i

£ijk Hkj - J Tiki (Uk,l+ " / ,k) +£ij £) +Pi

As T«0 ^hey are transformed into /2.22/.

I t can readily be verified that both /2.33/ and /2.36/

consitute hyperbolic systems of equations /see [5 J / .

The idea of an experimental verification of the wave

paenomanon on the basis of the Cherenkov effect in the

coupled fields was presented in £ 30 J .

In our considerations we have not dealt with the boundary

conditions. In general they follow directly from the

physical nature of the relations on the boundary and can

be expressed in terms of the field components and the con-

stitutive relations. I t has been necessary to confine our

review mainly to the equations and the following physical

effecte of field couplings.
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2.4-. ThermomaKnetomicroelastloity

In the case of a medium without spin we can easily gene-

ralize the equations of thermomicroelasticity /with 6 lo-

cal degrees of freedom/ to the equations of thermomagneto-

elasticity [ 26 ] . In view of the lack of time we omit

here also the thermodynamic considerations, quoting only

the final system of equations.

In the particular case of the centrosymmetric "body £ 26 J

rot h-j+eE--*-zz—(uxH0); rot

pu=([i+oi)vTi+(?,+y-a.)grad div i7+2a rot(p+peE +

+ (T*B0)-3a0KQradT+P

mlf =(y+e) VZ(p+($+#-£) grad diy<p+2tx rot Tj~4oc(p+M

P7+ A div Z+ndivj-kVzT=F

j=*rj[E+(ijxBD)] -x gradT+peu

/the terms peE,psu drop out in view of the linearization;

we have written them down to indicate the structure of

the equations/.

The equations of therniomagnetomicroelasticity for a me-

dium with a spin are far more complicated. In fact, in

this case the equation, of micromoments and the Landau
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spin equation require a deeper physical analysis in order

to determine the nature of the couplings £ 27 J • Similarly,

the aquations of micropiezoelectricity are more complicated;

here the 1)0510 problem is the connection between bhe pola-

rization and the micromoments.

We have omitted here the boundary conditions, referring the

reader for the details to £ 26J . However, these conditions

follow either from the -variational equations or from --he

fundamental physical considerations if we make use of the

appropriate state relations for the stresses, moments, induc-

tions, etc. and. the components of the displacement, micro-

rotations field vectors, etc.

3. Nonlinear equations of

For the lack of space we do not intend to diBousa the non-

linear /finite deformations/ equations of thermopiessoelec-

trici'ty, or more generally, the thermoeleetroelusticlty of

dielacti-ics. These equations can easily be derived on the

basis of the nonlinear aquations, £ ?>lv J , for ths general

dynamics of dialectrics, by completing them by the equa-

tions of heat transport and thermal couplings.

Consider now briefly the nonlinear equations of tiiermomag-

nstoelasticity £ 24 J the investigation of which has begun

only recently. Hare, similarly to the linear theory we can

consider jointly the problems of
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and thermomagnetoalastlcity, hut in view of the physical

nature of the problem and different ranges of applications

of dielectrics and conductors, a separate consideration is

simpler and more expedient. Similarly to the linear case

we do not deal here with the media with spin. Those problems

will be examined in the last section.

Denote the natural, initial and current coordinates by

fa . Xk » M

respectively. The deformations at an arbitrary instant of

tine are described by the relations

We follow here the notations of Truesdell and his collabo-

rators .

Neglecting the mechanical body forces, the system of nonli-

near equations of taermomagnetoelasticity takes the follo-

wing fflWfl

1. Xhe Maxwell equations
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where

the vectors have the same meaning as before, and £,p,£o,fo

denote the electric and magnetic permeabilities in the me~

dium and in "vacuo ; Ey^ is the unit pseudotensor. We have

also denoted

2. The equations of motion

5. Êhe equations of energy balance

r̂  . dv, . da;

where t/j is the Oauchy tensor and ^ is the internal

energy.

The above equations have to be completed by tue equations

of state and transport
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m -q£ (8i}, Pja, 6) /3.7/

where 6 i s the temperature

o d0 _

She functions t;; have to be chosen in such a way that the

symmetry conditions are satisfied, and, moreover, the Clau-

eius- Duken inequality

arf-fiZL-'

holds true,

A shortcoming of the above equations consists in the fact

that some derivatives are with respect to x while some

are with respect to y .

The considered equations can be simplified by raf ter ing

them to the natural configuration by moans of the transfor-

mation

hoc (xt)~ 3XUti Bi (xt); h& fat) - p i a Hi (xt)

dateV-OxnjDiUJ); ea(x.t)-PiaEi(xt) / 5 # 9
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r i .

'aUtiVrJXatjiijtift) Pt,-Dp;

where

3!hen the orat ions tatee fcJae form

i*

Here we have

9a = <}

where

and

-1

-1

C

c'

/5.10/

:Povi /5.12/
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She equations are considerably simplified, if we assume

£ — £()i ^=/i0 and neglect the effects connected with the

velocity of light. A. further simplification is obtained

for perfect conductors. For details the reader is reffered

to f 24 J . The latter paper contains also a consideration

of the problem of propagation of the acceleration waves

for the equations derived in this section.

4-, Review of the fundamental solutions of mapaetothermo-
elaatlcity

4.1. One-dimensional, problem of magn.atotb.ermoelasticity

In, this field there appeared papers concerning the propa-

gation of plane mognetothax'moelaxstic waveu« The deal

mainly with real conductors. The problem of propagation

of a plane wave in an infinite medium waa f i rs t considered

in a paper by G.P&ria £ 10 J and then, under wider assump-

tions, by A.J.Willaon f l l j . Paria assumed the orthogo-

nality of the ini t ial vector of the magnetic field to the

direction of propagation of the plane wave ; A.J.Willson,

on the other hand, assumed that the ini t ia l magnetic field

has also a component in the direction of propagation oi
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the longitudinal wave. The ini t ia l field is described by

the vector H=/H1tH2)0/ and a l l quantities changing with the

deformation, temperature and electromagnetic field depend

on the variables x.( and t .

If we assume that H<t~O, H2&0, we find that the transver-

se wave is not coupled with the temperature and electi-omag-

netic fields ; the coupling appears only in the longitu-

dinal wave. li" H-ĵ O, H^O there exists a coupling of the

displacement and temperature fields in the longitudinal

wave and a coupling of *k© deformation and electromagnetic

fields in the transverse wave. Evidently, in the case

H^ =tO , H2*0 we have the coupling of the deformation,

temperature and electromagnetic fields both in the longi-

tudinal and transverse waves.

Two particular cases of propagation of a plane wave were

examined by W.Nowacki Z~12 J . They are produced by the

action of either a plane heat source of the type Q(x,t)=s

= Qo 6(xi) e'M or body forces P(x,t) * Po &fa)e'iut

The equation for the longitudinal wave in the case of a

perfect conductor hae the form

This eiuation difi'ers from the equation of propagation of

the theirinoelaatlc plane wave by t;h« terms cD and
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and a0 is the Alfven velocity. The electromagnetic exci-

tation is described by the quantity a.

I t follows from the structure of Kq.. / 4 ,1 / that the plane

nave undergoes a dispersion and damping.

Another one-dimensional problem soluble in a closed form is

the propagation of a plane wave in the elastic semi-space

Xi = 0 , due to a sudden application of temperature of the

plane y^=Q bounding the semi-space. At the instant t = 0

the temperature has been applied and held at this value.

Under the action of the thermal shock Q(o,t) = 60H (t)

a magnetothermoelastic wave is propagated in the medium, de-

pending on two variables x^ and t . The considered prob-

lem was discussed in two papers by S.Kalicki and W.Nowacki

£ 8 J , £ 9 ] , in the first for a perfect conductor. while

in the second for a real conductor. To derive results simple

enough to be examined analytically the coupling between the

deformation and temperature fields was neglected, finally

i t was assumed that the boundary x-j - 0 is free of tractions.

The closed expression for the displacement u^(x^,i) the

stress OVj (X'j.t) and the component t)3(x^,t) were deduced.

I t turns out that the stress <s^(xf,t) consists of two

parts, f irst of the nature of an elastic wave mowing with a

phase velocity co = C-t /1+u/ and the second, of diffussional

nature. When the elaatic wave passes through, the plane
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X-j= const at the instant t=Xi/c0 there appears a jump

in the stress of a constant valuo tfB0/i}('Uf3) where

here A,/J are the Lame constants in the

adiabatic case and at is the coefficient of linear ther-

mal expansion, •&•= -^ and P = czfio where

The modified electromagnetic wave is propagated with the

same -velocity as the modified elastic wave and in the plane

Xt=cons1 at the instant t~x^/c0 has a discontinuity.
i'liere is a wave h0 moving with the light velocity c ra-
diated out into the vacuum. If we assume that the ini t ial

magnetic field H-fO^f^) vanishes, then the results be-
come those obtained by J.V.Danilovskaya in the theory of
thermal stresses.

4.2. Two-dimensional problem of magnetothermoelasticity

In this field Qnly particular cases were considered, con-

cerning the propagation of cylindrical wave in a perfect

and real conductor /W.Nowacki/, /"15 j , /r14_? , [ 1.5 J,

If the plane in which the excitation Is propagated in the

plane x-t, x% , then the production of cylindrical waves is

possible only when the ini t ial magnetic field lias the

direction of the y3 -axis. Assuming that H=/OtQ,Hs/, we ar-

rivo at the following system of equations of uujgnetotharmo-

elasticity for a perfect conductor:
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ivti = -~-

where

Bqe /4 .2/ are the displacoment equations in which the influ-

ence of the electromagnetic field is expresses by the term

aop . Eq. /4.J/ is the heat conduction equation. When

ao«=O Bqs /4 .2 / and / 4 . 3 / become the equations of thenno-

elasticity.

Docooiposing the displacement field ana the body forces into

the potential and adenoidal parts

and eliminating the temperature 6 we obtain the following

wave equations:

A.6/

We have introduced here the notations



.,\2

a!
cf

Bo,. /4 .5/ represents the longitudinal wave undergoiris a

persion and damping. In the infinite space the factors pro-

ducing the longitudinal wave are the heat sources ana body

forces of the form Xa'piJ'^ , oc**1,2

The transverse waves are produced in the infinite spaca by

the body forces X^~~pd%X < ^? = P^iX * ^hey are not dis-

persed or damped and are propagated with cue acoustic veloci-

ty C2 . These waves In the infinite space are not accom-

panied by the temperature field. However, there exists an

electromagnetic field, for

7=0

Ihe system of equations /4.2/ /4 .3/ can also be uncoupled

by using three functions: the veotor (p-(iph<p2,0) and the sca-

lar £ . This method constitutes a generalization of the

method applied by M.Iacovache to the problems of dynamic

elasticity and the B.G.Galerkln method in the static

t ici ty.

The paper [ 1 J contains t.,o particular problems: the

action of a linear heat source Q(v,t)-Qoj~ e itjt and a

linear center of pressure tf0 » %-—• e~lwt

cur
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In C 8 J a "two-dimensional problem was examined for a medium

with a finite conductivity. The system of displacement equa-

tions

+ X2 -$&ze- ^ - d2h3 ~puz

and the heat conduction equation

are completed by the field equation

Xhe above mentioned representations reduce the system

/4.7/* A.9 / to the following wave equations
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Here, Eq. /4.10/ represents the longitudinal wave, Bq.

/4.11/ th.8 transverse wave. Bq. A . 12/ is the heat con-

duction equation and /4.15/ the field equation. I t is evi-

dent that in an elastic space the equation of the longitu-

dinal wave is independent of the other equations. Elimi-

nating hs nad 6 from tha above system we arrive at a

complex equation for the longitudinal wave

where

In the equation the coefficient £T describes the coupling

between the deformation and temperature fields, while the

coefficient £ H couples the deformation and electromagne-

tic fields. Xhe longitudinal waves undergo a dispersion

and damping.

Veil known simplifications are obtained by assuming an

adiabatic process / for Q=0/, which leads to the wave equa-

tion
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the structure of which resembles that of the wave equation

in tne coupled thermoelasticity,

Bg.A.lV is considerably simplified if a.""-? «1 i . e .

when the init ial magnetic field H"/0,O,Hs/ is small. In

this case of a considerable use may be the perturbation

method.

4.3. General theorems of magaetothermoelaBticity

One of the most interesting theorems of the theory of elas-

ticity is the Betti reciprocity theorem. Khis is a very

general theorem and contains a possibility of introducing

methods of solving the equations of the elasticity theory

by maans of the Green function.

The reciprocity theorem was extended by V.Casimir-^onfcscu

to the problems of coupled thermoelasticity. The generali-

zation of the reciprocity theorem to the problems of magne-

tothermoelasticity ^as given by S.,Kaliski and YIT.Nowaoki

in the three papers f lit J , f 1? J , f'18 J . In the first

the theorem was examined for a perfect isotropic conductor,

in tho second for a real isotropic conductor and in the

third for a real anisotropic conductor.

Assuming that the motion of the body begins at the instant

t=0 and that the' initial conditions are homogeneous we

obtain from bhe constitutive relations the identity
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Here crn , In , e t c . denote the Laplace transforms of the

funotions ff\i, £[! , e t c . . Integrating /4 .16/ over the volu-

me of the body and applying the Gauss transformations we

have

+yf(§e'-e'e)dV=
V

jfcHere Ty-jfc (h;Hj +H//I; -i/y

are the components of the Maxwell tensor and Pi-GjjDj , in

the t ract ion on the surface A . From the heat conduction

equation written down forthe two s ta tes we obtain

lpffe'Bn-ee'n )dV /4.I8/

where p is the Laplace transform parameter.

Eliminating the common terms from A . 17/ and A . 18/ we

obtain for an isotropic body the following form of the re-

cipro ity theorem:

){3j~pjUi)dA]+
* A. 19/
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For an unbounded body V Eq./4.19/ is considerably simplified.

The integrals drop out in a bounded body as well, in the

case of homogeneous boundary conditions. It can easily be

proved that Eq. /4.19/ is decomposed into two parts

v
t Ui-Xi'uOdV+xffQB'-BQ') dV=O A.20/

The validity of this decomposition follows from the symme-

try of the system of the displacement equations and hence,

the symmetry of the Green function.

Inverting the Laplace transform in Eqs /4.20/ we arrive at

the final from of the reciprocity theorem for a perfect

isotropic conductor

o v

On the basis of the above theorem a number of practical

formulae can be deduced, possessing many applications. In

particular we can obtain an extension of the Somiyliana

theorem of the problems of magnetothermoelasticxky; this

theorem can be used to construct integral equations lor
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certain boundary value problems.

We shall not dwell here on the reciprocity theorems for a

medium with a finite electric conductivity, isotropic «ud

anisotropic. Of course, the formulae here will be much more

complicated.

Finally variational theorems werde deduced for a perfect

and real conductors, in which the displacement, entropy and

field underwent a variation /20 J , £ 2X J.

These theorems make it possible to deduce the fundamental

energy theorems which can be used to prove the uniqueness

of the solution of the differential equations of thermomag-

netoelasticity.

4.4.

In conclusion briefly about the general theorems of thermo-

eleotroelasticity in piezoelectrics.

She general constitutive equation and the fundamental energy

theorems were given by H.D.Mindlin £ 6 J . The variational

principle and the reciprocity theorem woa presented by

W.Nowacki in £ 19 J . !Eh» reciprocity theorem for the wave

equations of piezoelectricity is contained in the paper by

S.KaliBki £ 22 J . Similar theorems for the wave aquations

of thermomagnetoelasticity wore given by S.Kaliski in £ 2$ J.
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5. Remarks on the problems of thermoelectromagnetoelasticity

of more complicated media.

The problems considered in the preceding four sections con-

cerned only separate problems of thermomagnetoelasticity

and thermoelectroelasticity for the simplest cases, i.e.

in the first case for simple media without spin In which

the coupling with the electromagnetic field appears only

through the Lorentz force In the equations of motion and

the coupling due to the internal mechanisms are present

only for the temperature field. This excludes all ferrome-

dia, i.e. media with a spin. This type of equations with-

out discussing the transport phenomena of heat was derived

in £ 32 J . The heat problems are here very complicated

not only due to the conductivity and the couplings but

also in view of the production of heat in the field pro-

cesses due to the effects of nonlinear irreversibility

/the hysteresis loop/ ; this fact, similarly to the thermo-

magnetoplasticity introduces a very serious difficulty .

These problems not only possess presently no solutions,

but we lack sufficiently px^ecise formulations /in the me-

dia with a spin the boundary problem of conditions is a

problem in itself/. A similar, though somewhat simpler si-

tuation occurs in the case of the second group of problems

/ferrodielectrics, etc./.

Another group of problems omitted in this lecture are the

problems of semiconductors and semimetals in which, in



view of their present importance and engineering applicabi-

lity, a phenomenological con°^ruction of the theory of coup-

led thermoelectromagnetoelastic fields if of fundamental

engineering importance, while the complexity of the equa-

tions and couplings contains a variety of physical phenome-

na. It is sufficient to mention as an example the possibili-

ty of amplification of thermal, acoustic and electric impul-

ses in piezosemlconductors and semimetals and couplings of

these fields with the spin waves in ferrobodies and further

a number of pnenomena connected with the thermoelectromajg-

netic waves in low temperatures £ 28 J , [ 2$ ] or a num-

ber of magnetocaloric phenomena, in order to realize the

importance of these investigations for the measurement

technique in electronics, ultrasonics and in the methods

of investigation of physics of solids. Recent applications

of laser radiation to the investigation of the propagation

of the shock and heat waves, propagation of microcracks ,

problems of conversion of the heat, mechanical and electro-

magnetic energies in these processes /see e.g. £25 J /

constitute further examples and perspectives of the theory

of coupled thermoelectromagnetoelastic fields. A sepai-ate

p.iblem consitute the microquantum solutions for the latti-

ce dynamics, taking into account the effects of coupled

fields, problems of dynamics of dislocations in piezo-

ferromedia, etc.

The scope of bhio paper allows to mention only the most
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important problems.

Bearing in mind further scientific possibilities it seems

that the following several trends should be mentioned.

1. Mathematical solutions in the field theory of linear

equations of thermomagneto and thermoelectroelasticity,

and the practical applications,

2. Investigations of nonlinear equations /including plastic

effects/.

3. Constructions of the theory of theymoelectromagnetoelas-.

ticity for the media with a spin /in general ferrobodies/.

4. Investigations of thermoelectromagnetoelastic fields in

semiconductors and semimetals.

5. Microscopic investigations /lattice dynamics, disloca-

tions, ate. of th» above phenomena in coupled fields/.

6. All engineering problems, making use of the possibili-

ties created by the application of the laser radiation

to the investigation of physical media.
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